Monocytes and their pathophysiological role in Crohn's disease.
Our immune system shows a stringent dichotomy, on the one hand displaying tolerance towards commensal bacteria, but on the other hand vigorously combating pathogens. Under normal conditions the balance between flora tolerance and active immunity is maintained via a plethora of dynamic feedback mechanisms. If, however, the balancing act goes faulty, an inappropriate immune reaction towards an otherwise harmless intestinal flora causes disease, Crohn's disease for example. Recent developments in the immunology and genetics of mucosal diseases suggest that monocytes and their derivative cells play an important role in the pathophysiology of Crohn's disease. In our review, we summarize the recent studies to discuss the dual function of monocytes - on the one hand the impaired monocyte function initiating Crohn's disease, and on the other hand the overactivation of monocytes and adaptive immunity maintaining the disease. With a view to developing new therapies, both aspects of monocyte functions need to be taken into account.